
1. #. 23

Manifolds w/Bondary
For U <H:9(x,..., x*(tRn / x>, 03, FiU-R
is smooth ifNxeU F i:1" open containing xand
smooth E.i -> 12" sit. FlunzFlunsi

-:
R

E

ForM a top'fld with boundary, a smooth sincture forM
is a maximal smooth atlas for M (w/abovenation ofsmoothness
on GM).



Ihm (Smooth Invariance of the Boundary) suppose M is a smooth

fld w/ boundary and ptM. If there is a smooth chart

(U,4) for MS.t.Y(U) =Hand Y(p) -211, then the
same is true for

every
smooth chartwhose domain

contains
p.

ItIsuppose for contradiction
Take Warbled ofyo and smooth

toconfe yiw-R" agreeing with

-
"on WAYCual).



Take is open ball in YUV) containing to. Then

- is smooth on Bin the usual sense. WLOG, BETW.

Then youl:Toeks=ids so by chain rule,

Py(=(a)) ·Di (x) =Edpn Ex +B

=>Di(x) mousingular => i isopen

=> ICB) open in 12", contains you,
and is contained

This contradicts YVCA", Y(p) +21HM. %



⑭oth Functions and Smooth Maps

M smooth mfld, fitissmooth ifUpeM I smooth

chart (414) 3.5. fo Y" is smooth on the

⑭:" =.R
")/

foy" =F

i
Write CO(M) for the set of smooth functions M-LR.
It's an algebra under pointwise addin, multi



Pop Iff:M-1* is smooth, then for" is smooth smooth
chart(H,4).

Afunction F:MN between smooth mflds is smoot

ifTpCM Famooth charts (UsY) on M, (V, 4neFu
S.t. 40F. 4" is smooth on it:

M

=1=8
N

o
e! It
ifN"Er



homeo
prop Every smoo

L

BFlu: thmaposmooth (in the Enclidean
sense) hence its. Times F is its ata ubledofeach

ptof M hence cts.

Facts F:M-N issmooth iff
· tpeM Jsmooth charts (UsY), (V,4) s.E. GeFIVEM

4

F(p)
is open and 40 Fo%"is smooth Y/UnFV) -> firl,

iff· Fis its and Jamooth atlases ((Uc,Pa)), S(Vs, 50/
for MAN sit, for each asB, NB0Fo%issmooth.



iff · Up->M Jubhelofps.t. FIce is smooth

shot smooth
maps on an open cover

thatagree on overlaps
can be "glued"togive a unique

smooth
maprestricting

tothe original maps.
#IfF:M-N is smooth, then every coordinate

representation E =40F.4" is smooth.

Prop M.N,P smooth molds w/orw/08.

(a)Everyconstant mepci-N
is soone

C) =M an open submifd w/orw/2, then UCM is smooth.



(d) IfF:M-N & GiN +4 are smooth, then
GOF:M-> P is smooth.

Pd N

M

a=-S*% ↓
WIfl

(,68") (0F,Y") =4 (GF) y
"



smooth smooth => smooth!
Note This means we have a category Diffol objects
smooth molds and Diff(MN):=<F:m+N smooth).

Prop Products of smooth maps
are smooth.

Eg.s"- Rh+ -903EV.70...,x)
X ↓

Rp.cui1
xi]

((x, ...eng-j(x,...,x, ..., xv)
((x,..,xv](x40)

=>s"- HP" smooth.



An isomorphism FM-N in Diff is called a diffeomorphism;
it'sa smooth

map
with smoothasided inverse.

If a differ F:M-N exist, call M.N difeomorphic and

N
-write MFN.
-

= - lapprox
# Consider 1with its standard smooth structure

and R =T smooth structure induced by
S (1R, 4: 12-1 ).}

wxrx3

Define F:R-R. This has coordinate
x+x'ly

representation I =to idp"idp which is smooth

and F.x-xhas word rep



#idRoF" of"=idi which is smooth.

Thus IRR. In fact, every
smooth structure

on R is diffeomorphic to the standardone!
(See Prob 15-13.)

· B"m R · There are smooth structures
X

xr -
on 14 notdiffiomorphic to-

U1-1x/ the standard smoothstructure.

-zyp-2 · It carries exactly Is differ
classes ofsmooth structures.

Thm (Diffeomorphism invariance ofdima & boundary
If FIMEN, then dim M =dimN and F(SM) =2N,Flp:MOFNO.



2 ofdiminance F: Mm=, NM
2/ VI

ptU V +F(p)

4! It 4 i smooth word
charts

i
-

j
I

Then is a (Enchideen) differ from an open subset ofim
toan

open
subset of M.

Popc.4 Then man and fats, DEla) is invertible with

DF (a)" =D(F") (F(a)).

Indeed, ET. F =idi Train idpm
=D/F") (F(a)).DF(aJ.

rule



Similarly, idan=DF(a). DIF") (Fcal).
Thus DFCa) is a linearisomorphism > mn.

SAnytimeantage·0 oflinear algorbra, do!

+II-1.
(r,a) <-> (rusO,vsinOl



25- z2

(x,y)r(x
-

yz,
- 2xy)

5 =(2x
-x

=

2,x)
510,0) =(8%) singular!


